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ABSTRACT 

Measuring the Efficiency of the Texas AkM 

Positron Emission Tomograph. (May 1988) 

W'esley Blake Loewer, B. S. , Wheaton College 

Chairman of Advisory Committee: Dr. John A. Mclntyre 

The Texas A&M University Positron Emission Tomograph (TAMU PET) detects 

the gamma rays which are emitted in positron-electron annihilation by using plastic 

scintillators and optical fibers to code the light given off by the scintillators. Such 

coding greatly reduces the nuinber of photomultipliers necessary to detect scintil- 

lations, thus allowing improvement in resolution without being inhibited by cost. 

Light 1'rom a scintillation travels by means of total internal reflection along a row of 

an array of scintillators, through optical fibers to four photomultiplier tubes where 

the light from the scintillation is detected. All four photomultipliers must coinci- 

dentally detect the flash of light from the scintillator to determine the location of 

a. gamma ray interaction. The efficiency at which a PET detects scintillstions, in 

part, determines the clarity of the images produced. 

This detection efficiency was measured for the TAMU PET by determining the 

number of scintillations occuring in a given scintillator and comparing that number 

to the number of scintillations from this scintillator actually detected by the fiber 

system of the TAMU PET. This detection efficiency was found to be 0. 29 6 0. 015. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

The Texas Aklvl positron emission tomograph (TAMU PET) is an imaging 

device to be used in medical applications. As v. ith all PET's, the subject is injected 

with a low level, positron emitting isotope. The positrons being emitted interact 

v ith nearby electrons, resulting in positron-electron annihilation. Products of this 

interaction include two gamma rays which are emitted nearly anti-parallel to each 

other. These two gamma rays are then detected by the PET. One of the important 

specifications of a PET is the effeciency at which it detects gamma rays. It is the 

goal of this research to measure this effeciency. 

Previous PET's typically have used scintillators such as BGO or Nal(TI) sur- 

rounding the patient to detect the gamma rays being emitted. Each scintillator 

would then be coupled to a photomultiplier tube to detect the light scintillations. 

The electric pulses coming from the photomultiplier tube could then be put through 

coincidence circuits so tha. t pulses would only be recorded if both gamma. rays were 

detected. This information could then be I'ed into a computer. Knowing the po- 

sition of the two scintillators which detected the gamma rays allows the computer 

to reconstruct the path along which the gamma rays traveled from the positron- 

electron interaction. Given a large number of positron-electron interactions taking 

place, a computer can then pinpoint areas ol' the body which are giving off larger or 

smaller amounts of gamma ray radiation. This information can then be presented 

in a. visual image for subsequent study. 

PET's which use single scintillators coupled to single photomultiplier tubes 

are mechanically limited as to the resolution of the images they can produce. The 

3ournal model is IEEE Transactions on Medical Imaging. 



resolution of a PET is roughly equal to half the spacing of the scintillators used. 

If each scintillator has a photomultiplier tube attached, it is easy to see that there 

is a limit as to the number of photomultiplier tubes that can be packed together 

in a ring. Also, the problem of cost becomes a factor v hen trying to improve the 

resolution. If the resolution were to be improved by a, factor of two, then tv ice as 

many photomultiplier tubes would be needed. 

The TAMU PET. however, uses a different approach in detecting the gamma 

rays. Plastic scintillators are used to surround the subject (Fig. I). (The plastic 

scintillator used was NE102 made by Nuclear Enterprises. The same material is 

also made by Bicron under the name BC400. ) Because gamma rays have a. longer 

mean free path in plastic scintillator material than they do in BGO or Nal(TI), 

several layers of plastic scintillators are used in each ring to stop more gamma rays. 

A number of these rings are placed side by side in order to cover a larger volume 

of the body. The TAMU PET does not have a, photomultiplier tube connected 

to each scintillator but uses optical fibers to encode and transmit the light from 

the scintillators to the photomultiplier tubes. A. s a, result, the spacing between 

plastic scintillators is limited only by the diameter of an optical fiber and therel'ore 

can be made very small. The TAMU PET design calls for rings consisting of 1024 

scintillator wedges packed into each ring with 16 layers of scintillators in each wedge 

for a total of 16, 384 scintillators per ring. Each scintillator is 1. 0 cm in the radial 

direction and averages 2. 4 mm in the azimuthal direction. If 8 rings are used, it 

brings the total number of scintillators used to 131, 072. It is obvious that the large 

number of scintillators being used demands that a different coupling technique be 

incorporated than the one scintillator to one photomultiplier tube method. 

Each scintillator surface is optically polished and is separated from its neighbor 

by a very thin layer oi' epoxy which has a slightly lower index of refraction than the 
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Fig. 1. Schematic of TAMU PET. 



Fig. 2. Total internal reflection down rows of scintillators. 

scintillator. When a scintillation occurs, light travels by means of internal reflection 

along the row an co umn o e ar d l f th array of polished scintillators (Fig. 2). The light 

is then col ec e y op ica ll t d b t' l fibers and carried to photomultiplier tubes. The fibers 

are connected in suc s. way a d 
' 

h that each quarter ring is operated independently of 

the other three quar ers. ac scin 
' t, E h 'ntilla. tor in a. particular quarter ring is optically 

coupled by means of the optica ers o o f h. ' 
l fibers to one of two possible photomultiplier tubes. 

Each scintillator in a — t section o — h of all the qua. rter rings is coupled to a single 

ever - — ' th ection photomultip ier u e. ac s 
' 

l 
' l' t b . E h cintillator in a particula. r column of everv —, th section 

is coupled to a single photomu ip ier u e. h lt' l' tube. Finally, each scintillator in a row is 



coupled to one of two possible photomultiplier tubes. Therefore, the total number 

of photomultiplier tubes needed for an eight ring tomograph is (2 x 8 rings + 16 

sections per quarter ring + 16 columns per section + 2 x 16 rows) x 4 quarter rings 

= 320 photomultiplier tubes to address (8 rings x 16 sections per quarter ring x 

16 columns per section x 16 rows) x 4 quarter rings = 131072 scintillators. 

Iising the optical fiber coupling allows t'or large gains in improving resolution 

without being inhibited by cost. This design, however, is not without its draw- 

backs. One of the main difficulties is getting the light from the scintillator to the 

photomultiplier tube. Some loss of light will inevitably take place due to some 

of the light traveling through 256 scintillator-epoxy interfaces. Further light loss 

takes place when the light travels down the optical fibers. The light then hits the 

photocathode surface of the photomultiplier tube. Since each scintillation must be 

detected by four photomultiplier tubes (to determine which ring, row, section, and 

column), each of the four photocathode surfaces must produce at least one photo- 

electron in order for the scintillation to be recorded. Both gamma rays from the 

positron-electron annihilation must produce a, scintillation which in turn must be 

detected by four photomultiplier tubes in order for the position of the positron- 

electron interaction to be determined. Therefore, a total of eight photomultiplier 

tubes must produce a coincidence to detect each gamzna ray pair. The purpose of 

this research is to find the probability that s, scintillation will be detected. 



CHAPTER II 

GAMMA RAY — SCIiVTILLATOR I ITERACTIO'Xi 

As the name "Positron Emission Tomograph" implies, the radiation from the 

subject's body comes from positron-emitting isotopes. The positrons interact with 

nearby electrons resulting in positron-electron annihilation. This results in two 

0. 511 MeV (= m, c ) gamma rays being emitted anti-parallel to each other within 

a range of about 0. 6 degrees (I). These two gamma, rays then leave the body and 

interact with scintiHators surrounding the patient. 

irearly all the interactions between plastic scintillators and gamma rays having 

an energy from about 0. 1 MeV to about 5 MeV are due to Compton scattering [2 . 

The theoretical energy distribution of the recoil electrons resulting I'rom Compton 

scattering by the 0. 511 1VIeV gamma rays are shown in (Fig. 3). Since scintillation 

light output is nearly linearly proportional to the electron's kinetic energy 31, the 

relative shape of the Compton electron energy distribution should be the relative 

shape of the scintillation light pulse height distribution. This, of course, is assuming 

that the gamma ray was not scattered before entering the scintillator, thus lowering 

the energy of the gamma ray below 0. 511 MeV. Furthermore, it is assumed that 

the recoil electron stays inside the scintillator. Recoil electrons from a 0. 511 MeV 

gamma ray scattering event have s, range within the plastic scintilla. tor of about 0. 9 

rnm when recoiling in the I'orward direction and up to about 0. 3 mm in the transverse 

direction otherwise l4] (Fig. 4). Since the radial dimension of the scintillator is 10 

mm and the width is 2 to 3 mm, only a small percentage of the electrons sviH escape 

the scintiHator. If an electron does pass out of the scintillator, then less light will 

be produced, thus distorting the pulse height distribution. 
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CHAPTFR, III 

LIGHT TRANSIvIISSION FROibf THE SCINTILLATOR 

TO THE PHOTO5IULTIPLIER TUBE 

A. Light Transmission through the Scintillator 

When a gamma ray interacts by Compton scattering inside the plastic scin- 

tillator, a flash of light is produced. For plastic scintillator NE102, a bluish light 

is produced which has a narrow wavelength spectrum that peaks at 423 nm. The 

pulse has a, rise time of 0. 9 ns, pulse width of 2. 7 ns FXVHKI, and a decaying time 

constant of 2. 4 ns ]4]. This is much shorter than the more commonly used scintilla- 

tors Nal(TI) which has a, decay constant of 230 ns [5] and BGO which has a decay 

constant of 300 ns ]6]. The relative number of photons produced in NE102 is 28% 

of that produced by Nai(TI) but 353% of that produced by BGO ]7]]6]. 

When a flash of light is produced, it must travel by means of internal reflection 

down a row and column within an array of scintillators. Light losses within the 

scintillator can come from light being absorbed by the scintillation material itself, by 

scattering off scratches on the surface of the scintillator, and by reflections produced 

when passing through a change in index of refraction. 

NE102 is fairly transparent to its ov, n light with an attenuation length of 

a = 250 cm [7], where the fractional a. bsorption of light is 1 — e *~ and z is the 

length ol' the path the light travels through the scintillator. The largest path the 

the light could possibly travel is 76. 8 cm. On the average, light will travel through 

only half that length to give an average absorbtion of 14%. 

By using small polishing grit, the size of the scratches left by the polish was 

made smaller than the wavelength of the blue light, therefore producing an optically 

smooth surface. The reflections from the light passing through different indices of 
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refraction cannot be eliminated. The epoxy used to glue the scintillators together 

must have a lower index of refrs. ction than the scintillator in order to achieve the 

total internal reflection necessary to allow the light to travel down the row and 

column of an array of scintillators. The index of refraction of NE102 is 1. 581 

l4I v'hile that of the VA-6 epoxy I8' is 1. 503. This 4, 9% difference in indices of 

refraction allows a solid angle of 0. 0247 x 4rr steradians to be transmitted by means 

ol' total internal reflection. Such a scintillator-epoxy interface produces a reflectance 

of 6. 40 x 10 (transmittance of 0, 999360) for light perpendicular to the interface. 

There are 255 such places along a row of scintillators v here epoxy lies between 

two scintillators. Reflections occur a, t both the scintillator to epoxy and epoxy to 

scintillator interfaces, resulting in 510 reflections. Since a scintillation may take 

place a. nywhere along the row, light will, on the average, need to travel only half 

the length of the row through 255 interl'aces to give an average of 85% of the light 

reaching the end of the scintillator row. When the light leaves the last scintillator's 

outer surface an additional 5% light loss from a, scintillator-air interface will take 

place unless an optical grease is used instead of air to provide a, better coupling 

between the scintillator and the adjoining optical fibers. 

B. Light Transmission through the Optical Fibers 

The light is transmitted from the array of plastic scintilla, tors to the photomul- 

tiplier tube by means of optical fibers. Light losses from using optical fibers take 

place at the interface where the light enters the fibers, absorption of light by the 

fiber material, and at the other interface where the light exits the fiber. 

Optical fibers transmit light down their length by means of total internal re- 

flection. As a result, the incoming light must be within a certain angle in order to 

be transmitted down the entire length of fiber (Fig. 5). The fibers will accept light 
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Fig. 5. Optical Fiber Acceptance Angle 

from the scintillator within a solid angle of 0. 0291 x 4rr steradians (as measured 

inside the scintillator). Since the solid angle of light that will be transmitted down 

the length of scintillstors is 0. 0247 x 4w steradians, the light transmitted by total 

internal reflection in the scintillators should be transmitted down the optical fiber 

(except 1' or reflections at the interface). At each end of the optical fiber, reflections 

may take place that add to the light losses. These losses will be about 7. 6% (trans- 

mission = 92. 4%) for perfectly polished fiber ends. This loss can be reduced by 

using an optical grease coupling on both ends of the fibers. 

The light being transmitted down the fiber is also a. bsorbed by the fiber material 

itself, The fraction of light being absorbed is 1 — e "* where n is the absorption 

constant and z is the length of the fiber. The rr for Crofon plastic optical fibers 

for light of wavelength A = 423 nm is approximately 0. 0113 cm, ', 9]. The TA tfU 

PET calls for fiber lengths of 2 ft and 4 ft. The 2 ft fibers lose about 50% and the 

4 ft fiber lose about i5%. 
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CHAPTER IV 

THE PHOTOkiIULTIPLIER TUBE 

A. The Photocathode Surface 

Up until this point, the only possible source of efficiency reduction that has 

been mentioned is light loss. This has been done without describing how loss of 

light will affect the efficiency of the system. It is important to distinguish the 

difference between loss in the intensity of the light and loss in the number of light 

pulses. Ignoring quantum effects, even when light losses do take place the total 

number of light pulses remains constant (Fig. 6). If one could use an "ideal" 

photomultiplier tube that could detect an arbitrarily dim pulse of light, then these 

light losses would have no effect on the efficiency of the PET since the total number 

of pulses detected would not change. In reality however, loss in intensity results in 

a decrease in the total number ol' light pulses detected. 

It is at the photomultiplier photoca. thode surface that the light losses are ac- 

tually translated into reduction in efficiency of the PET. When light strikes the 

photocathode surface, electrons are emitted by means of photoemission t10]. A 

single photon of energy hv greater than the work function P of the material can 

cause a single electron, called a photoelectron, to be emitted. The quantum effi- 

ciency, q, is the probability that an incident photon will produce a photoelectron. 

For typical photocathode surfaces, q is about 20-30'ys. The particular photocath- 

ode surfa, ce used in this experiment was a bialkali surface which has an specified 

quantum efficiency of about 25% a, t a. wavelength of 423 nm [Ii). 

The number of photoelectrons that are produced is described by Poisson statis- 

tics. The probability that n photoelectrons will be produced is P —, -e 

where ( m ) is the mean number of photoelectrons produced and is equal to 
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q & p &. The term & p & is the mean number of photons hitting the photocathode 

surface and is equal to t & 4 & where & 4 & is the mean number of photons 

being produced and t is the coefficient of transmission from the scintillator to the 

photomultiplier tube. The chance that no photoelectrons will be produced at all 

is e & . Production of an electron translates into detection of a scintillation. 

These detections are later coded into digital signals which indicate ths. t a scintil- 

lation was detected. It does not matter how many photoelectrons are produced, 

but whether or not any are produced at all. Therefore, in order for the scintilla- 

tion to be detected, at least one photoelectron must be produced. The probability 

that 1 photomultiplier tubes observing the same pulse ol' light will each produce 

at least one photoelectron is Q(1 — e ' ' ). For a, given pulse height distribution 

f(& C' &), the number of pulses detected by all l photomultiplier tubes would be 

f P(1 — e ~'s''~) f( & 4 &)d4. Dividing this by the number of light pulses occurring 

gives the scintillation detection efficiency. 

f Q(1 — e ' ' )f(& 4 &)d4 

f f(& 4 &)d4 

In addition to photoelectrons, the photocathode also produces electrons by 

thermal emission. These electrons are refered to as the dark current of the photo- 

cathode as they are produced even in total absence of light, This dark current is 

heavily dependent on temperature. When thermal emission takes place, the elec- 

trons produced behave exactly like photoelectrons. Gamma rays directly striking 

the glass and photocathode surface knock off electrons which also behave like pho- 

toelectrons. The electrons produced by this effect are refered to as glass counts. 

Techniques for differentiating between photoelectrons, thermal emission electrons, 

and glass counts are discussed in chapters 5 and 6. 
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B. Amplification of Electrons 

Once a photoelectron is produced, it is directed by an electrostatic field to 

a dynode. This field is set up by a, high voltage between the photocathode and 

the first dynode. Upon striking the dynode, a number of secondary electrons are 

emitted and are accelerated toward a second dynode. Each electron striking the 

second dynode produces yet more electrons. This process continues for a total of 

typically 6 to 14 dynodes to provide a, substantial current gain. A single electron 

emitted from the photocathode surface can produce a current pulse containing on 

the order of 10 electrons at the anode. The current collected at the anode is then 

carried outside the photomultiplier tube. 

In addition to multiplying the number of electrons, the photomultiplier tube 

also produces dark current besides the thermal emission of the photocathode men- 

tioned in the previous section. Dark current produced in the "multiplier" section 

of the tube is due to a number of regenerative effects [10 . These include electron 

bombardment of the dynodes which can produce a glow of light that can be re- 

flected back to the photocathode, and also electrons being emitted from the first 

dynode without being induced by a, photoelectron. Except at very high voltages, 

these efi'ects are usually smaller than the noise produced by thermal emission from 

the photocathode. 

The particular photomultiplier tube used ws. s the Thorn Evil 9839B. 
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CHAPTER V 

ELECTRONICS 

A. Photomultiplier Tube Output 

After the current is amplified inside the photomultiplier tube, it is collected 

by the the last dynode to obtain positive pulses and carried to electronic circuits 

used to interpret the signals. The photomultiplier tube is plugged into a base 

which provides the high voltage necessary for the amplification. The output of each 

photomultiplier tube is put through a voltage follower (LM310N) to provide current 

gain. The output of each voltage follower is then put into the main circuit board 

for detecting coincidences. 

B, Coincidence Counting 

The signals coming from the base are processed into logic pulses (Fig. 7). The 

signals are first put through a voltage comparator (LM361) to reject any pulses 

which are smaller than a particular voltage set by the bias level. This is used to 

eliminate pulses smaller than those produced by one photoelectron. The output of 

the comparator is a logical true when the input voltage is higher than the voltage 

being compared against (the bias voltage) and is a logical false otherwise. This 

output signal is then put into a monostable multivibrator (121, sometimes called a 

one-shot). When the multivibrator detects a positive input transition, it produces 

a high output I' or a specific period of time, independent of the duration of the input 

pulse. The output of the multivibrator then enters an A. ND gate, so that when 

all four multivibrators are "on" at the same time, the AND gate will produce a. 

logic pulse. In the TAMLi PET, these pulses will then enter one more AND gate 

to determine the actual coincidence that occurred with the detection of the other 
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Fig. 7. Schematic of coincidence circuit. 

gamma ray produced in the positron-electron annihilation. This additional gate, 

however, is not necessary i' or measuring the efficiency oi the TAMU PET. 

The comparators mentioned above are set so that pulses from the photomulti- 

plier tube are rejected when they are smaller than about hali the average size pulse 

produced by a single electron being emitted from the photocathode surface. This 

voltage value varies depending on the photomultiplier tube and the high voltage 

being used. The thermal emission electrons (chapter 4 section B), however, are 

amplified just as the photoemission electrons are and therefore the electric signals 

they produce will be larger than the comparator voltage. As a result, the pho- 

tomultiplier tubes are continually giving 1'alse signals that are not rejected by the 

comparator. These false signals occur randomly in each tube. By making the mul- 

tivibrator output pulses have durations oi' 100 ns, accidental coincidences betvreen 

two tubes can be greatly reduced. XVhen more than two photomultiplier tubes are 

used in coincidence, the accidentals can essentially be eliminated. 



amplifier 

AND linear gate pulse height analyzer 

Fig. 8. Schematic of circuit for pulse height distribution. 

C. Analyzing Pulse Height Distribution 

In the TA IVII: PET, the size of the electrical pulses coming from the photomul- 

tiplier tube is not important as long as they are larger than the comparator voltage 

(section B). However, the pulse height distribution of the photomultiplier tube out- 

put is very important in understanding the efficiency ol' the PET and how it can 

be improved. To study this distribution, the output of the photomultiplier tube is 

put through an integrating amplifier and into a pulse height analyzer. A. linear gate 

may be put between the amplifier and the analyzer to collect only the pulses that 

were larger than the comparator voltage or pulses that were in coincidence with 

other photomultiplier tube output pulses (Fig. 8). The linear ga. te takes an input 

from the amplifier and a gate input from the output of the AND gate (section B). 

The amplified pulse is passed on to the pulse height analyzer only if there was a. 

pulse from the A. ND gate at the same time. 
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CHAPTER VI 

EFFICIENCY ItIEASUREVIENT 

A, Overview of Procedure 

The stated purpose of this research is to determine the optical efficiency of the 

TAMU PET, that is, to find the probability that a gamma ray interacting with the 

scintillators will be detected by the PET. The ability of the PET to detect gamma 

rays is proportional to the square (due to the fact that there are two gamma rays 

that must be detected for each positron-electron interaction) of the probability that 

a scintillation will be detected by the PET. The probability that a gamma ray will 

interact with the scintillators can be easily calculated given the geometry of the 

scintillator arrangement. The probability that a scintillation will be detected by 

the PET is much more difficult to calculate with certainty because of the many 

variables involved, hence the need to measure this probability experimentally. 

The concepts involved in experimentally determining the probability that a 

scintillation will be detected are rather simple. Using a positron source, which 

therefore emits 0. 511 lvIeV gamma rays from positron-electron annihilation, the 

scintillation rate is measured with the source located at a specified distance from 

the scintillator. This rate represents the total number of scintillations occuring and 

is a. "reference" with which to compare counting rates measured later. Using a. 

source-scintillator arrangement with the same geometry as before, the scintillation 

light is then directed down lengths of optical fiber bundles to four photomultiplier 

tubes. The coincidence counting rate between the four tubes is measured and 

represents the scintillations that were actually detected by the PET. The efficiency 

is the ratio between the scintillations detected and the scintillations occuring. 
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Fig. 9. Single photomultiplier arrangement. 

In the TAMU PET, the only gamma rays used to produce a visual image are 

the 0. 511 KIeV gamma, rays that have not been scattered prior to entering the 

scintillator in which the scintillation takes place. 'Therefore, when measuring these 

counting rates, it is important to count only the scintillations that were produced 

by previously unscattered 0. 511 MeV gamma rays. Analysis of the scintillation light 

pulse height distribution is helpful in determining whether the detected scintillations 

were from unscattered gamma. rays. 

B. Determining the Number of Scintillations Occuring 

Pulse Height Distribution svith No Optical Fibers 

Using plastic scintillator NE102 and a positron emitting 7. 9 PCu Ga source 

(decaying from Ge, half life 27o days), a pulse height distribution was obtained. 

In addition to detecting scintillation pulses, the photomultiplier tube (Fig. 9) is 

also counting pulses from dark noise and glass counts (chapter 4). 'The effects due 

to the dark noise and glass counts were approximated by subtracting the pulse 

height distribution obtained with the photomultiplier tube covered with a sheet of 

black plastic. The black plastic blocked out the light from the scintillator while 

allowing the gamma, rays from the source to pass through to the glass surface of the 



photomultiplier tube. In order to collect as many pulses as possible, this rei'erence 

measurement was made using a scintillator painted with titanium dioxide so that 

light emitted in all directions would be reflected into the photomultiplier tube, 

allowing more light to enter the tube. The paint also prevents distortion of the pulse 

height distribution. If the scintillator was not painted, then the photomultiplier 

tube would detect more light from a scintillation occurring near the tube face than 

it would had the scintillation occurred at the other end of the scintillator. 

The resulting pulse height distribution (Fig. 10) was considerably different than 

the theoretical Compton distribution (Fig. 3). This indicates that the scintillator 

was detecting more than just the 0. 511 MeV gamma rays. However, this measured 

pulse height distribution for the plastic scintillator is similar to measurements often 

reported in the scientiflc literature. The rounding off of the sharp Compton edge 

is expected due to the statistical nature of photon production in the scintillator, 

and photoelectron production and electron multiplication in the photomultiplier 

tube. The lower half of the distribution rises considers. bly higher than theory would 

indicate. Nardi suggests that this is due to gamma rays that have lost energy by 

scattering off of the walls, floors, etc. , before interacting with the scintillator !'2]. 

After doing an exhaustive literature search on the subject, no reported exper- 

iments could be found where the pulse height distribution for Compton scattering 

had been carefully measured down to the one photoelectron level. Because nearly 

all the interactions between 0. 511 ivteV gamma rays and plastic scintillators are due 

to Compton scattering, distinct energy level peaks are not produced as they are 

with Nal('TI). As a result, plastic scintillators are generally used for applications 

where it is important to know the location of the Compton edge to determine the 

energy of incident monoenergetic gamma rays, or to know the relative height of 

the distribution to determine the overall magnitude of radiation incident on the 
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Fig. 10. Pulse height distribution from one photomultiplier tube. 



detector. In both ol' these cases, the behavior ol the pulse height distribution near 

the one photoelectron level is irrelevant and is therefore ignored. 

In the TA'tII: PET, the pulse height distribution near the one photoelectron 

level greatly affects the overall efFiciency and cannot be ignored. A. constraint on 

the TAlvII, PET's design is the loss of light that takes place between the scintillator 

and the photomultiplier tube (chapter 3). As a, result, in order to count as many 

light pulses as possible, the voltage comparators, which determine the threshold 

pulse size that will be recorded by the PET, are set to approximately one half the 

average voltage of a pulse produced by a single photoelectron being emitted from 

the photocathode surface. This allows weak pulses of light that only produced one 

photoelectron to be detected. The random dark noise pulses will be larger than. 

the threshold voltage, but will be eliminated by the coincidence circuits (chapter 

5 section B). The small scintillation light pulses that produce only one or two 

photoelectrons at each of the four photomultiplier tubes will not be eliminated by 

the coincidence circuit but will be counted just as if the pulse had produced 100 

photoelectrons at each photomultiplier tube. Therefore, it is important to know 

how much of the pulse height distribution is in the one photoelectron region (Fig. 

In order to eliminate the scattered gamma, rays in Fig. 10i a two-fold coin- 

cidence arrangement was used (Fig. 12). Since two gamma rays are emitted in 

nearly opposite directions from a positron-electron annihilation reaction, a scintil- 

lator coupled to a photomultiplier tube was placed on each side of the source. The 

chance that both gamma rays would be scattered and then both hit a scintillator is 

extremely small. Essentially, only the pulses produced by unscattered gamma rays 

would be in coincidence and therefore be counted. This coincidence is achieved at 

the cost of losing a fraction of the total number of counts. Since plastic scintillator 
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Fig. 12. Two-fold coincidence arrangement. 
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NEI02 has an absorbtion coefficient of 0. 0968 cm ' for 0. 511 lfev gamma rays, 

if an unscattered gamma ray had an interaction with the test scintillator, there 

was a 38+o chance that the other gamma, ray would interact with the 5 cm long 

coincidence scintilla, tor. Although background subtractions still had to be made, 

the random dark noise was greatly reduced by the two-fold coincidence. The result 

of the measurement was a pulse height distribution that was much closer to the 

theoretical Cornpton distribution (Fig. 13). 'This means that, for the most part, 

the pulses that are counted using this arrangement are from unscattered 0. 511 hfeV 

gamma rays which used in to the TAIUIIJ PET. 

Counting Scintillations with No Optical Fibers 

Having shown that the effects of scattered gamma rays, dark noise, and glass 

counts can be eliminated, the measurement of the efficiency of the PET was then 

made. The same two scintillator two-fold coincidence arrangement mentioned ear- 

lier (Fig. 12) was used. This included the painted test scintillator coupled to a 

photomultiplier tube and the coincidence scintillator coupled to a photomultiplier 

tube on the opposite side of the source. A 25 mCu Cu (half-life = 12. 9 hr. ) source 

(produced at the Nuclear Science Center) was used to increase the counting rates. 

The output of the two photomultiplier tubes was put through coincidence circuits 

and into s. sealer (Fig. 7). 

In order to make the most accurate counting measurements possible, further 

corrections svere made. There is a chs, nce that one photomultiplier tube will detect a 

scintillation while the other photomultiplier tube simultaniously detects a different 

scintillation. Accidental coincidence counts were reduced with 100 ns resolution in 

the coincidence circuits. The number of accidental counts was estimated using the 
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Fig. 13. Pulse height distribution for two-fold coincidence. 
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Fig. 14. Estimation of uncounted pulses. 

following formula. : 

C 2vX, iU, 

where C — the accidental counting rate, r = the time resolution, . Vr and Vq 
— — the 

counting rates involved. 

Even though the test scintillator wss painted and was against the photomulti- 

plier tube face, there were still a few scintillation pulses that were too small to be 

detected by the photomultiplier tube, The number of undetected pulses were esti- 

mated by extrapolating the pulse height distribution curve back to the y-axis. The 

area, between the extrapolated line and the measured distribution is proportional 

to the number of uncounted pulses (Fig. 14). The sum of the corrected measured 

pulse rate plus the estimated uncounted pulses gives the total ol' scintillations rate 

that occurred. 
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ln. the measurement v ith the painted scintillator, corrections v ere made for (a) 

glass counts on the photomultiplier tube that was coupled to the test scintillator, (b) 

accidental counts from two scintillations occurring at the same time, (c) uncounted 

scintillations, and (d) time of day to correct I' or the decaying isotope. Glass counts 

for the photomultiplier tube coupled to the coincidence scintillator were not sub- 

tra, cted. The 5 crn long piece of aluminum surrounding the coincidence scintillator 

stops 68% of' the 0. 511 MeV gamma rays so that nearly all the glass counts on that 

tube were from unscattered gamma rays that passed completely through the scin- 

tillator without being stopped. Since the purpose of the coincidence scintillator was 

to distinguish scattered from unscattered gamma rays, there is no need to subtract 

these unscattered gamma. rays. 

C. Determining the Number of Scintillations Detected 

To measure the number of pulses that would be detected by the PET, a second 

scintillator was used which was identical in geometry to the painted one used in 

the previous section. These two scintillators had been glued together during the 

milling a, nd polishing process to insure that both scintillators would have precisely 

the same geometry. This second scintillator was not painted, as was the previous 

one, but was coupled on all sides to lucite with the same epoxy glue used for the 

tomograph scintillstor assembly. This v as done to simulate the light being emitted 

out of all six surfaces of the scintillator rather than just one. The test scintillator 

was coupled via three '2 ft. and one 4 ft. optical fiber bundles to four photomulti- 

plier tubes. These fiber lengths were selected to approximate the lengths used in 

the TAX'II. PET. The same coincidence scintillator used above wa. s again coupled 

directly to a photomultiplier tube on the opposite side of the source. Hence, a five- 

fold coincidence circuit was used (Fig. 15) to measure the number of unscattered 
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Fig. 15. Five-fold coincidence arrangement. 



gamma rays that caused large enough light pulses to travel down the fiber bun- 

dles and still be detected by all four photomultiplier tubes. The fifth coincidence 

was the coincidence scintillator to assure that only unscattered gamma rays would 

be detected. Very few scattered gamma rays produce large enough pulses to be 

detected by the fiber-coupled photomultiplier tubes, even without this coincidence 

scintillator. However, this fifth coincidence is necessary if the coincidence pulse rate 

measured with the optical fibers in place is to be compared to the rei'erence pulse 

rate using the painted scintillator. In the measurement with the optical fibers in 

place, the only corrections that needed to be made were the (a) accidental coinci- 

dences between two scintillations and (b) time of day to correct for the decaying 

isotope. The five fold coincidence eliminated all dark noise and glass counts. 

D. The Efficiency 

Once the corrected counting rates were determined, the probability of detecting 

a scintillation could then be found. This was simply the ratio between the scintil- 

lations detected with the five-fold coincidence and the scintillations occuring in the 

painted scintillator. 

scintillations detected 
detection efficiency- 

scintillations occuring 

The random errors involved in making this measurement were small (on the 

order of 3%) due to the large number of counts involved. The main sources of uncer- 

tainty were due to systematic errors. Though the two-fold pulse height distribution 

(Fig. 13) wa, s similar to the theoretical Cornpton distribution, there was still some 

disrepancy at the lower energies in the distribution. This amounted to about a 4% 

uncertainty in the number of pusles being counted. The extrapolation of the pulse 

height distribution to find the uncounted pulses was only an approximation (Fig. 



14). However, since the estimated uncounted pulses amounted to only about 1% of 

the counted pulses, any uncertainties that result from this approximation are very 

small. The detection efficiency was found to be 0. 29 + 0. 0145. 



CHAPTER VII 

FACTORS AFFECTING EFFICIENCY 

Having measured the scintillation detection efficiency, it rvould be helpl'ul to 

know how it could be improved. One important factor is the effect of the optical 

fibers on the light pulses. A pulse height distribution was obtained for the light 

coming out of one of the 2 I' t. optical fiber bundles. The same scintillator with the 

lucite ports was used for the optical fiber test so that the light being collected would 

be, as in the tomograph, from only one sixth of the scintillator surfaces from which 

light can be emitted. The same source-scintillator geometry as before was used. 

At this point. only the shape of the pulse height distribution ws. s of interest. 

In order to keep the counting rate high with the weak Ge source, the two scintil- 

lator coincidence arrangement was not initially used for measuring the pulse height 

distribution through the fibers. It was used for the efficiency measurement to elim- 

inate the lower energy pulses that resulted from the scattered gamma rays and to 

reduce random noise from the photomultiplier tube, thereby providing a, reliable 

reference pulse height distribution. Kith the fibers, much of the light was lost and 

the smaller pulses from the scattered gamma rays were too small to be detected by 

the photomultiplier tube. The problem of glass counts and random noise was elim- 

inated by placing three other photomultiplier tubes at the ends ol' the lucite ports 

coming out of the scintillator (Fig. 16). Any pulse of light that could go through 

the optical fibers and be detected by the photomultiplier tube nn the other end of 

the fibers could be assumed to be detected by the photomultiplier tubes adjacent to 

a lucite port. Thus, there was a. four-fold coincidence using three photomultiplier 

tubes all coupled to a single scintillator and a, fourth photomultiplier tube connected 

by optical fibers to the same scintillator. This arrangement eliminates the random 
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Fig. 16. Four-fold coincidence arrangement for optical fiber test. 
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Fig. 17. Pulse height distribution of light from optical fibers. 

noise while keeping the counting rate high. The same coincidence circuits were used 

as before. 

The measured pulse height distribution of the light coming out of the other 

end of the optical fibers (Fig. 17) was drastically different than the pulse height 

distribution of the light going in. (Fig. 13). The result no longer resembled a Comp- 

ton distribution but decayed nearly exponentially. This is particularly undesirable 

considering that the larger the percentage of the pulses that are in the lower end 

of the distribution, the more the efficiency is reduced for a given amount of light 

loss (Fig. 11). On the other hand, small gains in the transmission of light from the 



scintillator tn the photomultiplier tube will mean large gains in the efficiency. 

This measurement was repeated using a stronger 25 mCu Cu source in the 

two scintillator two-fold coincidence arrangement with a scintillator on opposite 

sides of the source (Sect B). The coincidence scintillator iias coupled directly to 

a photomultiplier tube while optical fibers joined the other scintillator with its 

photomultiplier tube. The measurement yielded a pulse height distribution similar 

to that of the one scintillator four-fold coincidence arrangement, thereby confirming 

that the small light pulses from scattered gamma rays are too small to be detected 

after transmission through the optical fibers. 

These measurements have not only determined the scintillation detection effe- 

ciency but have also clarified the detection process. Thus, it is now more apparent 

how the efficiency can be improved. Though a, number of aspects of the TAMff 

PET that cause light losses cannot be eliminated such as from reflections in the 

scintillator, there are a number of ways that efficiency ca. n be increased . Two im- 

portant sources of light losses that can be changed are the optical fibers and the 

photocathode surface. The four foot optical fibers attenuate the light by a. factor 

of four (chapter 3 section B). New fibers from Eska (Mitsubishi) with a, specified 

attenuation of only 1. 07 per meter I12] are being prepared for testing. This would 

allow 3. 6 times more light to pass through the 4 ft. fibers than the Crol'on optical 

fibers. At the photocathode surf'ace, any improvement in the quantum efficiency 

(chapter 4) directly increases the detection ability of the TAlv'IU PET. Photomul- 

tiplier tubes with a 20% better quantum efficiency can be obtained. And finally, 

the use of optical couplings between the scintillators and the fibers and between the 

fibers and the photomultiplier tubes (not used in the measurements) will prevent a 

20% loss in light transmission. 



Combining these factors of. 3. 6 x 1. 20, /(1 — . 20) — 6. 4, the effect will be to push 

the pulse height distribution of light coming out of the optical fibers (Fig. 17) to the 

right by a factor of 5. 4. This would increase the area above the threshold voltage 

and therefore would allow more of the pulses to be counted. 



CHAPTER VIII 

CONCLUSIONS 

In conclusion, the goals of this research have been obtained. The scintillation 

detection efficiency was measured and found to be 0. 29 2 0. 0145. The uncertainty 

was due mostly to systematic errors. Also, methods of improvements have been 

examined. Reduction in light losses bv a factor of five can be feasibly acheived. 
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